ORDER NO. 09-409
ENTERED 10/14/09

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
OF OREGON
UM 1431
In the Matter of
VERIZON COMMUNICATIONS INC.
and FRONTIER COMMUNICATIONS
CORPORATION,

ORDER

Joint Application for an Order Declining to
Assert Jurisdiction, or, in the alternative, to
Approve the Indirect Transfer of Control of
VERIZON NORTHWEST INC.
DISPOSITION:

MOTION GRANTED; INTERVENOR PARTICIPATION
TERMINATED; PARTY STATUS REVOKED

In this Order, the Public Utility Commission of Oregon (Commission) terminates
the participation of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local 89 (IBEW), in
this proceeding and revokes its status as a party hereto.
BACKGROUND
At the commencement of this proceeding, IBEW was granted party status with
certain conditions. In granting IBEW’s petition to intervene, the Administrative Law Judge
(ALJ) noted that IBEW’s improper behavior had led to its dismissal as a party in a recent
proceeding before the Washington Utility and Transportation Commission (WUTC),1 and stated:
I am concerned, however, about IBEW’s apparent belief
that its conduct in the WUTC case was proper given its role
as a private litigant * * *. The use of the regulatory process
by one party against another to extract concessions
regarding matters exogenous to a case would constitute a
1

WUTC found that IBEW used its participation in the Embarq Corporation/CenturyTel, Inc., asset transfer case
to improperly extract labor concessions from the applicants via a side agreement that prompted IBEW to withdraw
from the case. The WUTC rejected the agreement and dismissed IBEW from the proceeding, noting “its
participation is not in the public interest.” (Docket UT-082119, Order 05, Service Date May 28, 2009, par. 95.)
Among other things, the WUTC called into question the credibility of counsel and representations made that “were
disingenuous at best.” (Id., par. 69.) IBEW argued that the WUTC was in error.
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serious abuse that must be guarded against. I grant IBEW’s
petition under OAR 860-012-0001, but throughout the
course of this proceeding will entertain a motion by the
Applicants to terminate IBEW’s participation upon a
showing that IBEW has attempted to use the regulatory
process to influence the Applicants in areas beyond
the scope of the proceeding * * *. A finding by the
Commission that IBEW has acted in a manner inconsistent
with this ruling shall be grounds for its dismissal from the
case.2
On July 17, 2009, the Commission entered Order No. 09-273, a Superseding
Highly Confidential Protective Order (Protective Order), setting forth the conditions under which
parties could view highly sensitive information (Appendix A). IBEW executed signatory pages
indicating its pledge to comply with the terms of the Protective Order, including among its
signatories, acting on behalf of IBEW, Randy Barber, self-identified as an “Outside expert”
and Scott Rubin, self-identified as “Outside counsel” in the instant proceeding (Appendix B).3
Among the provisions of the Protective Order are the following relevant to the
matter before us:
9.
Designated counsel and consultants will each maintain
the Highly Confidential documents and information and any
notes reflecting their contents in a secure location to which
only designated counsel and consultants have access. No
additional copies will be made, except for use as part of
prefiled testimonies or exhibits or during the hearing, and
then such copies are also subject to the provisions of this
Superseding Order. The Commission’s Administrative
Hearings Division shall store the Highly Confidential
information in a locked cabinet dedicated to the storage
of Confidential Information.
*****
11.
Any testimony or exhibits prepared that include or
reflect Highly Confidential Information must be maintained in
the secure location until filed with the Commission or removed
to the hearing room for production under seal and under
2

ALJ Ruling, July 2, 2009, at 2-3.
As will be discussed further below, Mr. Rubin is also counsel to the IBEW in a related proceeding before the
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (PPUC). Application of Verizon North Inc. for Any Approvals Required
Under the Public Utility Code for Transactions Related to the Restructuring of the Company in a Pennsylvania-Only
Operation and Notice of Affiliate Transaction, Docket Nos. A-2009-2111330, A-2009-2111331, and A-200921111337. (Pennsylvania Dockets).
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circumstances that will ensure continued protection from
disclosure to persons not entitled to review Highly Confidential
documents or information. Counsel will provide prior notice
(at least one business day) of any intention to introduce such
material at hearing or refer to such materials in crossexamination of a witness. The presiding officer(s) will
determine the process for including such documents or
information following consultation with the parties.
12.
The designation of any document or information as
Highly Confidential may be challenged by motion, and the
classification of the document or information as Highly
Confidential will be considered in chambers by the presiding
officer(s).
*****
16.
All persons who are given access to Highly
Confidential Information by reason of this Superseding
Order may not use or disclose the Highly Confidential
Information for any purpose other than the purposes of
preparation for and conduct of this proceeding, and must take
all necessary precautions to keep the Highly Confidential
Information secure. Disclosure of Highly Confidential
Information for purposes of business competition is strictly
prohibited.
MOTION TO TERMINATE PARTICIPATION
On September 17, 2007, counsel for the Applicant Verizon Communications Inc.
(Verizon) filed a motion to terminate IBEW’s participation in this case (Motion). Verizon
alleges two violations of Commission Orders by IBEW. First, Verizon asserts that IBEW
violated the terms of the Protective Order by using discovery obtained in this proceeding to
advocate its position in the Pennsylvania Dockets and, second, by seeking to use the discovery
process in this case to obtain labor-related information not relevant to its role in the case. In
support of its allegations with respect to the Pennsylvania Dockets, Verizon submitted copies
of a transmittal letter from Scott Rubin to the PPUC, a Motion for Leave to Reply to Verizon’s
Opposition to Petition for Interlocutory Review (Pennsylvania Motion) and an Affidavit of
Randy Barber (Barber Affidavit) (Appendix C).
Regarding the first assertion, Verizon explains that IBEW filed a pleading before
the PPUC that described the contents of a document that Verizon had designated as confidential
and provided to IBEW in response to a discovery request in this docket. Verizon further
explains that, in its pleading before the PPUC, IBEW acknowledged that IBEW received
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the document through discovery in Oregon and that the document had been designated as
confidential.
Regarding the second assertion, Verizon contends that IBEW propounded
discovery requests soliciting information that could be used for labor negotiations. These
include inquiring about seniority levels of employees, the potential for lay-offs, and questions
on collective bargaining agreement obligations.
On September 18, 2009, IBEW filed an answer opposing Verizon’s motion
(Answer). With respect to the first allegation, IBEW does not dispute Verizon’s version of
the facts, but asserts that its actions do not violate the Protective Order. First, IBEW claims that
the definition of Highly Confidential information is narrow in scope, limited to trade secrets,
confidential research development, or commercial information whose disclosure would present
a risk of business harm and would exclude the shareholder information gleaned from the
documents declared confidential. Second, IBEW claims that it didn’t actually use the document.
Rather, it claims that it merely identified the existence of documents supporting the statement on
stockholder data submitted in the Pennsylvania Dockets by Mr. Barber, and that Mr. Barber’s
statement—offered to demonstrate that Verizon had the stockholder information in its
possession—was in fact a summary of information publicly available from the Securities
and Exchange Commission of the United States.4 Nowhere in its Answer does IBEW indicate
that it sought to challenge the confidential treatment of the stockholder information under the
provisions of paragraph 12 of the Protective Order.
In response to allegations that IBEW attempted to use the discovery process
to obtain information in ways that exceeded the scope of the docket, IBEW contends that the
improper questions were included inadvertently and that e-mail correspondence from IBEW did
not include the four improper data requests. “Since that initial oversight, counsel has been more
vigilant in attempting to ensure that questions about employee matters are not asked in discovery
in Oregon.”5 IBEW also asserts that, since the Pennsylvania Dockets were initiated prior to
IBEW’s intervention petition in Oregon, the Pennsylvania filing was not made to influence the
applicant, but in furtherance of the labor unions’ efforts to have the PPUC review the proposed
transaction for its effects on Frontier’s operation in Pennsylvania. 6 Finally, IBEW argues that
if there were a “technical violation,” sanctions should be imposed against counsel and not the
client, as the filings were made on behalf of different clients.7
On September 21, 2009, Verizon filed a Reply in Support of Motion to Enforce
Commission Orders (Reply). In its Reply, Verizon asserts that IBEW provided inaccurate claims
in its Answer and failed to rebut the allegations in the Motion. Specifically, Verizon states that
IBEW’s parsing of the word “use” in conjunction with the highly confidential information
attempts to draw meaningless distinctions; IBEW told the PPUC that it had obtained “newly

4

Answer at 2-3. To support its claim that the information in the Barber affidavit is not covered by the Protective
Order, IBEW notes that Verizon appended it to its pleading without redacting the contents.
5
Id. at 5.
6
Id.
7
Id. at 6.
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provided information” through the Oregon discovery process and asked the PPUC to consider it
in a ruling on a request for interlocutory review.8
Verizon also voices its skepticism, supported by documentation, at IBEW’s claim
that the four labor-related discovery questions were submitted through inadvertence:
As shown in a copy of the email from IBEW’s counsel dated
July 21 attached as Attachment 1, Request No. 30 was among
the listed requests that IBEW sought, and did, pursue with
counsel from the Applicants on the referenced conference call.
Moreover, the notion that IBEW did not violate the Limitation
Ruling because it backed off pursuing discovery requests in the
face of objections from the Applicants (see IBEW Answer at 5)
is wrong. It was the original requests themselves, regardless
of IBEW’s ultimate decision on whether to pursue them, that
constituted the ‘attempt to use the regulatory process to
influence the Applicants in areas beyond of the scope of the
proceeding.’9
With respect to sanctioning counsel, Verizon notes that the ALJ had already
indicated the remedy that the Commission would invoke in the case of a violation of its orders by
IBEW and suggests that any sanctions of counsel should be in addition to, rather than in lieu of,
sanctions against IBEW directly.10
DISCUSSION
IBEW acknowledges in its Answer that “Verizon’s basic recitation of the facts is
accurate” but asserts that “those facts do not show that there has been a violation of the Order.”11
The only factual question in dispute, as shown by a conflict between the Answer at 4 and the
Reply at 3, is whether the four labor discovery requests, Nos. 28 through 31,12 “were not listed
among the matters that IBEW’s counsel wanted to pursue with Applicants” as IBEW asserts.
Based upon our review of the pleadings and the factual statements therein and
the supporting documentary evidence supplied by the parties, we find that IBEW provided
information designated as highly confidential to the PPUC and, in so doing, disclosed
information and made it publicly available. Although not providing the PPUC with the
documents themselves, IBEW, in violation of the stewardship provisions of paragraph 9 of
8

Reply at 2.
Id. at 3. The e-mail from IBEW counsel, dated July 21, 2009, to which both parties have referred, states in
pertinent part: “I would like to schedule a time to discuss your objections to IBEW data requests 16 (a, b and c), 17,
23, 30, 34 and 37 in the Oregon case. I would like to better understand your basis for objecting and explain why I
believe the requests are properly within the scope of discovery in this case.”
10
Id. at 4.
11
e.g., at 2: “Of course, IBEW acknowledges that its counsel (and its consultant, on advice of counsel) referred to
the document (without disclosing its contents) in the Pennsylvania proceeding.”
12
The four labor-related data requests deemed by both parties to fall outside of the scope of this proceeding appear
on Attachment 3 at 2 of the Verizon Motion. Request 30 is, by far, the most detailed and extensive of the four.
9
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the Protective Order, gave access to “information and any notes reflecting their contents * * * to
which only designated counsel and consultants have access.” 13
Furthermore, we find that the reference to the highly confidential document and
its use in the preparation of the cited pleading and accompanying affidavit in the Pennsylvania
Dockets clearly constitutes a violation of Protective Order paragraph 16 which states that a
signatory “may not use or disclose the Highly Confidential Information for any purpose other
than the purposes of preparation for and conduct of this proceeding.”
We turn finally to the issue of IBEW’s data requests on labor-related matters.
Although IBEW counsel acknowledges their impropriety but asserts that the original questions
were unintentionally submitted (not having been intended for Oregon, but only other states), the
written evidence referred to by both parties indicates otherwise. First, Data Request No. 30 asks
for Oregon-specific information by name in four of its five subparts. Second, Data Request
No. 30, with its Oregon-specific information, is pursued in the July 21, 2009, e-mail from IBEW
counsel.
In his Ruling granting IBEW party status in this proceeding, the ALJ in this
docket unequivocally stated “throughout the course of this proceeding [I] will entertain a motion
by the Applicants to terminate IBEW’s participation upon a showing that IBEW has attempted
to use the regulatory process to influence the Applicants in areas beyond the scope of the
proceeding * * *. A finding by the Commission that IBEW has acted in a manner inconsistent
with this ruling shall be grounds for its dismissal from the case.” (Emphasis added.) Success in
such an attempt is not a prerequisite ground for such dismissal.
The documentary evidence supports a finding that IBEW attempted to use the
regulatory process to gain information on matters outside the scope of the proceeding. The
specificity of Data Request No. 30, affirmed by the July 21 e-mail from IBEW counsel,
conclusively undercuts any claim that the request was one of a blanket request sent to several
states and that counsel failed to remove Oregon from the list due to inadvertence.14
CONCLUSION
Despite a clear admonition from the Commission at the outset of IBEW’s
participation in this case, that IBEW comply with the scope and use requirements of the
regulatory process, IBEW has violated those requirements. Consistent with the warning given
by the ALJ in his Ruling of July 2, 2009, the Commission terminates IBEW’s participation in
this case. A copy of this Order will be provided to the Oregon State Bar and the Pennsylvania
State Bar for possible disciplinary action.

13

Order No. 09-273 (emphasis added). See Johnson v. Eugene Emergency Physicians, PC, 159 Or. App 167, 169
974 P 2d 803 (1999); “At the outset, we reject plaintiff’s argument that she did not violate the protective order
because she did not reveal the documents. For plaintiff to argue that the order prevented disclosure of the
documents but allowed disclosure of the contents of the documents defies the clear import of the order.”
14
Although we decline to make specific findings with respect to IBEW counsel’s state of mind, we find resonance
in the WUTC’s comments referred to in Footnote 1, supra.
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